
SOUTH CENTRAL RAILWAY 

HEADQUARTERS SAFETY ORGANISATION 

BI-MONTHLY SAFETY BULLETIN – MAY & JUNE 2019 

**** 

DETAILS OF ACCIDENTS AND UNUSUALS THAT TOOK PLACE 

DURING MAY & JUNE 2019 

 
1. Brief of the Accident (Trail through): On 30.04.2019 at GNT yard of GNT division. After 

completion of block on Point No.33A and 33A turnout, UNIMAT -8282 proceeded to GNT station 

Road-4 by the instructions of SSE/PW/NGNT(SW) and  SSE/PW/NGNT(Asst) after ensuring 

PHS shown from the Dy.SS/North cabin/GNT without any memo. Dy.SS/North cabin/GNT asked 

trolleyman to show PHS to UNIMAT machine without ensuring setting of point. 

Cause of the accident: not ensured correct setting clamping and padlocking of points. SSE/ 

TM/NGNT not ensured correct setting of point, PHS and authority. 

Responsibility: 

Primary: Sri. M.Siva Krishna SSE/TM/UNIMAT/GNT 

Secondary: Sri. SK. Moulana Azad, Dy.SS/North Cabin/GNT 

Blameworthy: Sri. M.Raja Sriram, SSE/PW/NGNT 
Matters brought to light: NIL 

Suggestions and Recommendations` In future any UNIMAT machine block was permitted on 

Point No.33, it is better to avoid shunt movements through Point No. 40 & 41 because 

immediately after machine crossing the Point No.33A SRJ location the entire 41T point will be in 

dropped condition, which confuses the on duty Dy.SS for ensuring point position. 

 

2. Brief of the Accident (Derailment): On 02.05.19 at about 01.00 hrs at FCI/SLO siding of BZA 

division, while pulling the rake BJP/N from Road 01 of FCl/SLO Siding, two wagons 14th & 15`" 

from Engine derailed near Point no: 1.  

Cause of the accident: due to the twist in track at Sleeper no:8 i.e. 6mts ahead of Point of drop 

accompanied with the uneven loading of wagon no: CR 30018862291. 

Responsibility: 

Primary: FCl/Siding authorities who are maintaining the track and who are supervising the 

loading of the wagons. 

Secondary : NIL  

Blameworthy: NIL  

Rules violated:    Unable to maintain the track maintenance tolerances specified in IRPWM 

Chapter No: VI of Para no: 607   

Matters brought to light: NIL 

Suggestions and Recommendations:  

The existing structure of track of FCI siding SLO is outdated with ST/CST 9 sleepers and 

straight tongue rails and build up crossings. The track structure of complete siding should be 

replaced with PSC Track sleepers, Fan shaped layout PSC sleepers with curved switches with 

CMS Crossings 

 

3. Brief of the Accident (Unusual incident –electric shock to passengers): On 04.05.2019 10.20 

hrs, Train No. 67255 MEMU passenger arrived on Up loop line at VJA station of GNT division. 

While passengers were detraining from this train, three passengers suffered minor injuries due 



to electric shock. There were no casualties and through running was not obstructed as a result 

of this incident. 

Cause of the accident: Not providing prescribed number of traction bonds. 

Responsibility: 

Primary   

 

1. B. S. Siva Prasad, JGM/Elec./RVNL/BZA 

2. Sri N. Srinivasa Rao, Sr. Site Engineer/Elec/RVNL/BVBRM  

3. Sri K.S.N. Prasad, Resident Engineer/Elec./PMC/RVNL 
 

     Secondary  

1. Sri D. Nataraj, SSE/OHE & PSI/GNT 

2. Sri S. Cotten Raju, SSE/TRD/GNT. 

      Blameworthy:NIL  
 

Matters brought to light:  

1. Guards are not trained in MEMU working in GNT Division.  This should be completed as 

early as possible.  

2. VJA loop line was not fit and tower car was not allowed for testing OHE up to 29.4.2019 

even though the loop line was commissioned and given track fit on 25.4.2019. 

3. Glued joints physically provided do not match with glued joints shown in the bonding plan.  

One glued joint was provided additionally and the location of other glued joint was changed.   

4. Polarity marking of glued joint was done wrongly by S&T Dept.  Hence, TRD wrongly 

connected L bond instead of Z bond.   

5. No proper co-ordination between SSE/P.WAY/NGNT & RVNL regarding progress of works 

as ballasting for Up loop line was totally inadequate initially while giving fit certificate on 

25.4.2019.  Loop line was immediately suspended for providing additional ballast.  Even the 

time assessment for this activity was wrong.   

6. No proper co-ordination between Engineering, TRD and S&T Departments.   On 23.4.2019, 

DSTE/GNT requested for additional set of glued joint on GNT side.  One glued joint was 

already existing on the right side and the other glued joint on the second right was inserted 

on 24.4.2019.   This was not known / advised to TRD Department.   

7. While answering the questions, DSTE/GNT stated that initial SIP was issued before 

December 2017.  Thereafter one revised SIP was issued by CSTE/Projects/SC on 

22.12.2017.  This was also not routed through Sr. DEE/TRD/GNT.  In the revised SIP, there 

are 2 pairs of glued joints on Up loop line.  The approved OHE bonding plan was signed by 

Sr. DEE/TRD & Sr. DSTE/GNT and was issued on 18.12.2018.  This bonding plan was 

based on the old SIP and not revised SIP, though this was made after one year of issue of 

revised SIP.  This OHE bonding plan was not as per the latest SIP No. IPU 5002 though the 

reference drawing number was mentioned as IPU 5002.  Hence, the bonding plan was 

revised by Sr. DSTE/GNT unilaterally.   There was no written communication about the 

changes made in the revised bonding plan either to TRD or to RVNL, but orally informed due 

to work pressure.  Accordingly, glued joints have been provided by Engineering Department.  

The negative rail marking for OHE bonding was wrongly marked on the rails near glued 

joints by S&T and TRD of RVNL.  The required glued joints have been placed properly 

except polarity marking i.e. instead of ULAT, it is placed on ULBT which was shown to 

DGM/S&T/RVNL and JGM/TRD/RVNL. 

Suggestions and Recommendations: 



1. NEED FOR CHANGING THE FORMAT OF SAFETY CERTIFICATE: 

The Safety Certificate issued on 25.4.2019 for commissioning of GNT-TEL double line was 

signed by officers from Engineering and Signal Departments only, although OHE works are 

also executed and commissioned in the doubling project.  The Safety Certificate format has 

to be modified so that Electrical (TRD) officers also can sign it.  

The Safety Certificate   is being signed by one Dy. CSTE from Headquarters office.   The 

Committee is of the view that the Safety Certificate should be signed by only Divisional 

officers.   In the present case, the Dy. CSTE from Headquarters signed the Safety Certificate 

only on 07.05.2019, which is highly irregular.  Safety Certificate must be signed by all the 

nominated officers before issuing it for running of traffic.  

2. PROJECT SHOULD NOT BE COMMISSIONED WITH INCOMPLETE WORKS 

The up loop lines both at VJA & SJM stations were not fit for OHE on 25.5.2019 when NI 

was cleared.  Probably, even the track was not fully fit.  JGM/RVNL/BZA stated in his 

deposition that the track in both these loop lines was not fit for traffic.   He stated that 

permission was not given by Engineering Department for running tower cars on these two 

loop lines until 29.04.2019 and therefore, the OHE works got delayed.   However, it appears 

that some kind of a track structure was available on both these lines and track circuits were 

in place and trains ran on signals on the main line.  

SSE/P.WAY/NGNT stated that there was deficiency of ballast on these two lines on 

25.4.2019.   Hence, both these lines were suspended for traffic a few hours after 

commissioning of the project on 25.4.2019 without running any trains. 

Works should be completed in all respects and then only project should be 

commissioned.  Otherwise, it will amount to part commissioning for which separate CRS 

authorisation should be obtained.  

3. RUNNING OF MEMU TRAIN ON UP LOOP LINE AT 17.20 HRS. ON 4.5.2019 

SHOULD HAVE BEEN AVOIDED   

The shortfall in traction bonds has been elaborated in the foregoing paragraphs at various 

places.  Even at the time of recording of joint observations by Supervisors, there was acute 

shortage of various bonds.  Somehow in such a situation, a decision was taken to run 

another MEMU on the up loop line and it was run at 17.20 / 17.21 hrs.  This type of risk 

taking should be totally avoided keeping in view the safety of passengers.  

 

4. UNDUE URGENCY TO COMMISSION THE PROJECTS RESULTING IN UNSAFE 

CONDITIONS: 

   The up loop of VJA was actually a platform with station building during single line working.    

So, most of the work of loop line has to be carried out in the NI period of 4 days only.    The 

subsequent events have shown that RVNL could not complete it.   In such situations, it is 

better to convince CRS and obtain part commissioning authorization.   Alternatively, 

adequate number of NI work days should be projected and obtained.   Rushing through 



projects with impractical deadlines and inadequate NI days will lead to unsafe conditions as 

demonstrated in this unfortunate incident.   

Planning works in time schedules that cannot be executed in the given period will always 

lead to unsafe conditions, not just in OHE, but in Engineering and S&T as well.    There is a 

need for more pragmatic approach on these issues.  

4. Brief of the Accident (Derailment): On 6.5.2018 at about 6.30 hrs at FCI/RJY of BZA division, 

T.no:BCN/E-28680 WAG7 while giving placement on Rd3/FCI/RJY, 13 th wagon from Engine,  

Wagon No. ER BCNAM1 51730, leading trolley mounted and derailed on LH side of track and 

drgged up to 132 meters. 

Cause of the accident: due to poor maintenance of track. 

Responsibility: 

      Primary: FCI/RJY - Authority responsible for track maintenance. 

       Secondary: NIL 

       Blameworthy:  

1. Sri. G.Balanagaraju, PMA/RJY,  

2. Sri.V.J.R.N.Sharma,  PMA/RJY,  

3. Sri. A.Murali Krishna,    LP(S)/RJY for the reason that they could have been more vigilant and 

could have avoided dragging up to 132 m after derailment. Also there is slight variation in 

narration of the incident by both the PMA and shunter. 

      Rules Violated:  I) IRPWM para no.237.4.(d) 

Matters brought to light: Altough two PMAs were deputed for shunting both were available at 
rear end only (4 wagons apart). They could have been station on either side of formation for 
better coordination with shunter.  

Suggestions and Recommendations: FCI authorities may be advised to improve the general 

maintenance of the siding and regular inspection by their staff. The record of track parameters 

and details of inspection should be documented. 

5. Brief of the Accident (Derailment): On 14 05 2019 at 1817 hrs between KVM and PAV of BZA 

division, Train No 77215 DEMU passenger (BZA-MTM), while on run, one cattle suddenly 

entered on to the track from right side and hit by leading DPC of the said train at km 18/5. 

Further the cattle run over and rolled up to km no 18/9 near LC gate no 22/E causing derailment 

while approaching VMS halt station. The dead body of cattle was entangled between leading 

trolley and road way of the LC Gate No. 22/E . which resulted lifting of leading trolley leading 

wheel set at road side of LC gate and derailed towards RH side of the track 

Cause of the accident: Cattle run over. 

Responsibility: None of the Railway Staff is held responsible 

Matters brought to light: NIL 

Suggestions and Recommendations: 

1. Cattle trespassing locations are to be identified on the division and necessary preventive 

steps like barricading, digging trenches to be planned.  

2. Public campaign against tress-passing of cattle to be organized vigorously at these 

vulnerable locations, explaining the impediments and implications of the tress passing of 

cattle 

3. Drives against cattle tress-passing to be launched by Loco, Engg & Security departments 

jointly and cases to be booked against the defaulters. These drives are to be part of the 

respective department staffs duty list with clearly specifying periodicities  



  

6. Brief of the Accident (Derailment): On 15.05.2019 at Lower Yard of SC station of SC division, 

2-coaches (No's 15861/C & 09055/C) derailed on Point No.11 in - Lower Yard at SC during 

shunting movement of 6-coaches from L6 to L7. The shunting movement commenced by taking 

forward movement i.e.. from L6 to Shunting Neck and while backing these coaches from 

Shunting Neck onto L7 the coaches derailed by taking two routes.  

Cause of the accident: During forward movement point no.11 got trailed through and backed 

the formation on trailed through point and got derailed.  

Responsibility: 

Primary: Sri I. Mohan PMA/SC. 

Secondary: nil 
Blameworthy: C. Rajashekar Dy.SS/SC, Sri. Prashanth Kumar Ram, LP/Shunter/SC. 
Matters brought to light: nil 

Suggestions and Recommendations: nil 

 

7. Brief of the Accident (Derailment): On 15.05.2019. at about 10:45hrs at PTT(PUTALAPATTU) 

Yard of Guntakal division, while coming from Engineering siding after passing 102KL manual 

point with  Loco long hood Light Engine No. 13214/WDG3A/GTL, the front 4 wheels derailed by 

infringing the fouling mark of Loco Line I.e., Road -1. 

Cause of the accident: failed to provide clamp and padlock which led to play in the tongue rail 

while wheels moving over the tongue rail. 

Responsibility: 

Primary: Sri. P. Hari babu, Pointsman/DCU 

Secondary: Sri. Dhanunjay Kumar, SM/PTT 
Blameworthy: NIL 
Matters brought to light: NIL 

Suggestions and Recommendations: The supervisory staff attended for joint readings of 

Track and Loco are to attend the enquiry in addition to section supervisors. 

 

8. Brief of the Accident (Derailment): On 18.05.2019 at 07.20 hrs at RDM yard of SC division, 

during shunting with loco No.13442 long hood leading, fit wagons from sick line to shunting neck 

point No.102 is trailed through and point is bursted, while backing the same formation to 13 th 

line, Wagon No. 22101585596 BOXNHL taken two routes and got all wheels derailed. 

Cause of the accident: while backing the formation over the trailed through Point No.102, 

Wagon No. 22101585596 BOXNHL taken two routes and got derailed  

Responsibility: 

Primary:  

1. Sri. G.Ravi, PMA,  

2. Sri. Md. Tazuddin, Shunting Master  

Secondary: NIL 

Blameworthy: Sri M.Mohan Rao, LP/Shunter 

Matters brought to light: NIL 

Suggestions and Recommendations: NIL 

 

9. Brief of the Accident (SPAD): On 24.05.2019 at MDR station of SC division, Tr. No. Dn KI 

goods passed the Dn Main line starter signal S-3 at Danger at 07.14hrs and stopped on 18 BT 

track circuit and then LP backed the train. The distance the train passed the signal is not 

recorded, however distance reckoned from SPM as 22.5 meters. Dn KI goods started from KRA 



station at 23.36 hrs with invalid BPC (permitted by TN No.6/47). During the run from KRA to 

MDR, it was stopped at DKJ Bye-pass, PPY and CKN stations.    

Cause of the accident:  LP & ALP did not reduce the speed judiciously after passing Home 

signal and passed the starter signal and thus caused the SPAD. 

Responsibility 

Primary:  

1. Sri. Rajesh Kumar K, LP/Goods/BZA(SC division). 

2. Sri. Nagarjuna Sagar Babu T, ALP/BZA(SC division). 

Secondary:   NIL 

Blameworthy:  

1. TLC for not arranging relief for crew who were over hours on duty. 

2. Guard started the train without ensuring GLP check. 

3. SM/KRA for not getting GLP Check done before despatching the train from his station by 

giving TN. 

Matters brought to light:  

1. BPC of Dn KI/BOBR issued at NMP/KGP/SER on 28.4.19, with 95% Premium which 

became invalid from 10.5.19, but was offered for loading on 21.5.19 at Singareni. despite 

DKJ being a checking point. This practice of running invalid BPC rakes must be stopped 

immediately. 

2. Invalid BPC rakes are allowed to any extent by controllers on the order of the officers without 

any legal sanctity by giving TN (Train Notice). TN provision is not mentioned in G&SR. So 

TN is not the authority to start a train with invalid BPC.  

3. GLP check carried out on 11.5.19 at Singareni and formation was brought to KRA, loco 

detached and stabled for more than 40hrs, another loco attached, but was started without  

carrying out GLP check.  

4. Dy SS/KRA, LP and Guard have failed to carryout GLP check.  

5. LP and guard were not aware of the formation details (i.e. how many empties in the 

formation, how many I0Ps etc) which is very important for smooth and safe running of the 

train.  

6. Brake power entered as 90% in the GLP check proforma prior to stabling at KRA, by 

previous crew at SYI, but when supervisors checked, it was 76%.  

7. Crew backed the train after passing signal at danger without following the procedure of 

SPAD and also without informing SM.  

8. When the train was stabled for more than 45 hrs at KRA no action was taken to reverse the 

Brake van and attach the same in rear resulted in BV remain next to engine.  

9. The LP & ALP were over hours on duty. They have completed more than 15 hrs of duty 

including a night.  

 

Suggestions and Recommendations:  

1. Whenever invalid BPC rakes are offered for loading C&W JPO No. 07/2014, CFTM/SC's 

letter dated 07.5.10 and minutes of DOM held on 27.5.19 should be followed. 

2.  No over hours for crew should be permitted.  

3. Weigh bridge should be kept in working condition. Special focus on Pvt Sidings.  

4. Trains with invalid BPC should be given for loading after TXR check.  

5. Weather warning messages to be given to all supervisors through Centralized SMS system. 

presently SCOR has to inform around 20-25 Dy SS by calling them directly from control 

phone. 

6. Communication facilities to be improved, now 5 to 6 phones are available with SCOR.  



7. LP/Guard should contact controller only during emergencies not for routine unnecessary 

information. 

8. Out report of incoming/outgoing trains should be exchanged through on line system only. 

Presently it is taken manually through telephone, which consumes lot of time, at least 2 

hours daily out of 6 hours duty shift. 

9. Interchanging point should not be a crew changing point like in KI, crew changing point for 

VSKP trains may be given crew change at Singnagar cabin, which is in the middle of the city 

which is just nearby BZA station. Trains will go through at interchanging point and will help in 

easing out congestion. 

10. Invalid rakes running with GLP check record is to be maintained. 

 

10. Brief of the Accident (Derailment): On 25.05.2019 at KTP Siding (KTPS) of SC division, 

After placing BOXN/KTPG load on Road – 7 of 7th stage at 1220hrs and Loco was 

detached for shunting movement from Road – 7 to Road – 5 to clear BOXN empties to 

MUGR on Road – 6 .During Shunting movement, Engine No.31091/AQ derailed on 

Road – 7. 

Cause of the Accident: due to ballast on track upto Rail head.  

      Responsibility: KTPS siding authorities of stage V & V1 

Matters brought to light: NIL 

Suggestions and Recommendations: NIL 

 

11. Brief of the Accident (Derailment): On 19.06.2019 at FCI siding of SNAG of SC division, while 

giving placement of train No. BCN with 23 wagons in FCI siding on line no. 6, 5 th and 6th wagon 

from the rear i.e SC 30099765849 both trolleys got derailed and SE 30078560113 trailing trolley 

one wheel pair got derailed 12:20hrs. 

Cause of the accident: Rice bags are stocked on the platform and covered with tarpaulin 

cover, while placing BCN wagons on line no.6, tarpaulin cover entangled with wagon book and 

rice bags are fallen down on the track, resulted two said wagons are got derailed due to 

obstruction. 

Responsibility: FCI siding authorities. 

Primary:  

Secondary: NIL 

Blameworthy:  

Matters brought to light: NIL 

Suggestions and Recommendations: NIL 

 

12. Brief of the Accident (SPAD): On 20.06.2019 at  NDZ of station of GTL division, the Loco Pilot 

of Train No.MOO-N Goods with Loco No.70369/WDG4S/PA has passed Road No.1 common 

line starter signal No.54 at ON position at 12:40hrs and stopped the train at a distance around 

15m beyond starter signal. 

Cause of the accident: LP and ALP passed the starter signal at „ON‟ without following the 

aspect of the signal. 

Responsibility:  

Primary:  

1. Sri. M.Ramesh, LP/Goods/BTTR 

2. Sriu. K. Narendra Babu ALP 

Secondary: Sri. P.Prabhudas, DI/BTTR- not counselled the LP properly  



Blameworthy: Sri. D.L.Jagadeesh CLI/BTTR – not counselled the ALP properly 

Matters brought to light:  

1. LP has entered loop line at 33kmph and passed starter at 14kmph. 

2. Loco Pilot has failed to stop the train at foot of starter. 

3. Loco Pilot has backed the train without proper authority.  

Suggestions and Recommendations:  

1. Counselling of LPs regarding the SPAD has to be intensified. 

2. LPs must be counselled not to back train without proper authority. 

3. Minimum brake power limit en-route for premium rakes is not defined. Necessary guidelines 

may be issued. 

4. Gradient posts are missing. All SSE/P.WAY shall be counselled to provide gradient posts 

wherever missing. 

 

13. Brief of the Accident (Derailment): Train No.NMG/Coaching rake with 25+1 loaded GS arrived 

WL station of SC division from UMG station at about 04.55 hrs on 20.06.19. After unloading at 

WL, T-806 was given to move train in Up direction. After attaching two parts kept in Jumbo 

siding. DN siding while pushing back to clear fouling with GLP check, derailment occurred. 6 th 

coach from TE front trolley got derailed at about 13.50hrs. 

Cause of the accident:  

Responsibility: FCI siding authorities. 

Primary:  

Secondary: NIL 

Blameworthy:  

Matters brought to light: NIL 

Suggestions and Recommendations: NIL 

 

14. Brief of the Accident (Derailment): On 26.06.2019 at CMW station of SC division, Train No. 

KSNK load with Loco No.31640 ex –TPY arrived at 04.15 hrs. While remarshalling brake van, 

rear loco went to sand hump and leading four wheels got derailed and pantograph got damaged 

at KM No.28/19A-29/01. 

Cause of the accident: altering the points during shunting movement without ensuring clearing 

of fouling mark. 

Responsibility:  

Primary:  

1. Sri. B. Sharma, Dy.SS/CMW 

2. Sri.G. Durga Prasad, Sr.Goods Guard/BZA(SC) for not ensuring clamping and padlocking of 

point. 

3. Sri.P.Ganeswara Rao LP/Goods/BZA(SC) failed to ensure shunting from leading cab of the 

Loco. 

Secondary: Sri. Arun Kumar, Pointsman for detaching the loco and brake van before ensuring 

complete securing of brake van. 

Blameworthy: NIL 

Matters brought to light: NIL 

Suggestions and Recommendations:  

1. No clear rule that is preventing to give T.806 authority to pass signal at „ON‟ during the 

course of shunting. 

2. During shunting movement Dy.SS cannot alter the points if fouling mark is not cleared. 

3. Shunting order should be clear with details of each movement at all way side stations. 



4. Intensive counselling drive of all LP/ALP by nominated CLIs for correct shunting procedure 

and counselling of station shunting staff by section TIs. 

5. When LP is driving from the rear cab during shunting the Guard (In charge of shunting) 

should insist LP/ALP to drive from leading cab only and if not changed the cab, Guard 

should not permit any movement. 

1.0 Irregularities noticed in the working of Operating Department: 
During the safety audit inspection of RU, MRM & BLPE stations of GTL division 

conducted on 26/27.05.2019 the following irregularities are noticed: 

RU STATION 

South Cabin 

 In SWR it is mentioned that the SWRD based on IPU.2067/G. But it is indeed 

based on IPU.2067/G/Alt.9. Alteration number also needs to be mentioned. 

 Calling on initiation counter clubbed with Route Cancellation counter. This needs 

to be separated. 

 For most of the cases there is no entry for 21-24hrs duty in the Station Diary. 

 On 27.07.17 UNIMAT was sent from RU and clear to CRS, authority T.465 was 

issued. To clear into CRS, it is appropriate to send UNIMAT on shunting order 

since CRS is a siding. 

SMR office 

 As per failure Register at North cabin on 11.02.2019 point No.28 failed due to 

trail through by AC Loco 30256 from Rd.5. But this is not entered in Accident 

Register. 

 Accident Register entry on 13.07.2018 at 03.15 hrs. Loco No.14630 derailed at 

Pt. No.186 in Coaching yard while backing to milk siding.  Pointsmen Sri. K. 

Guruswamy was held responsible punishment imposed is to be recorded. 

 There is no record of detonators supplied to station. Entry is not made either in 

the fog signal register/station detonator register or in any register. 

North Cabin 

 As per Para no. VI of SWR Appendix – D, pointsman has to assist the on duty 

CASM in cranking, clamping and padlocking the points and to deliver the 

authorities during the failure of points and signals.. 

 But pointsman is not available in the North cabin. Then, it is not clear how 

these activities are managed .not mentioned. 

Mamandur station: 

 Inspection of S&T failure:-on 18.4.2019 block failed between 21.00 to 21.20 hrs. 

As per Dy.SS/BLPE after taking line clear for 57273, due to premature TOL by 

SM/MRM, train detained for 07 minutes and issued PLCT. To prevent pre mature 

TOL, habit of giving correct bell signal to be inculcated. On-duty SM/MRM to be 

counselled by TI of the section. 

Balepalli station 

 On 25.02.19 PLCT was issued to number of trains due to RGM block. This is not 

during RGM block. But there is no entry in the S&T failure Register. 

 



2.0 Irregularities noticed in the working of Engineering Department: 
During the safety audit inspection of RU, MRM & BLPE stations of GTL division 

conducted on 26/27.05.2019 the following irregularities are noticed: 

RU YARD 

1. Track alignment, surface attention in RU yard, points and crossing portion needs to 

be attended on priority. 

2. Crossover/overall length of points is inadequate causing kinks in crossover portion & 

turnout portions needs to be provided. 

3. Entry/Exit sleepers in points & crossings are missing/not provided on Main line & 

Turnout portions need to be provided. 

4. SEJs – reference pillars are to be adjusted. Gaps to be ensured according to rail 

temperature. Tie Angulars are to be provided. 

5. Broken PSC sleepers & fittings missing/broken to be recouped/provided in RU yard 

especially in apron track. 

6. Road no.2 Fish plate bolts and ERC fittings are missing at various locations, ensure 

100% full complement of fittings. The key man concerned shall be taken up under 

DAR and report compliance. 

Motor Trolley Inspection from RU to BLPE Stations 

1. Track alignment, surface attention between RU – BLPE Dn line, points and crossing 

portion needs to be attended on priority. 

2. Low cess, inadequate cess between RU – BLPE down line. 

MRM – BLPE Dn line in 157 & 158 KMs, large number of defective SKV welds are 

protected with Joggled FishPlate. TWR may be planned as  per priority. 

   Steel Girder Bridge No.226 at KM 150/0-2 between MRM-BLPE stations: 

a. Steel channel sleeper numbers are not marked. 

b. Screw spikes of guard rail are not holding properly on approaches of bridge. 

c. Track on bridge approach on RU end; checked unevenness using 7.2m chord 

at 3.6m interval and found 5mm is low on LH rail. Approach track needs 

attention.  

d. Alignment on bridge proper to be attended. 

 

3.0 Irregularities noticed in the working of S&T  Department:; 
During the safety audit inspection of RU, MRM & BLPE stations of GTL division 

conducted on 26/27.05.2019 the following irregularities are noticed: 

RU STATION 

 While taking the Disconnection for maintenance of the Block Instrument, Station 

Master are not signing at the bottom of the seal/endorsement (no train in the 

block section) which is required to be done. Same thing is observed not only at 

south cabin but also at north cabin, Mamanduru and Balepalle stations. 

 Checked Disconnection/Reconnection Register for the Engineering Joint work 

and found that the work memo for joint work is required to be given by 



Engineering Department before taking Disconnection.  Same thing is observed 

not only at south cabin but also at north cabin, Mamanduru and Balepalle 

stations. 

 Checked the Joint Inspection of the track band Register between SSE/S/RU & 

SSE/TRD/RU  and found that the Joint Inspection was done on 20.02.2019.  The 

compliance of deficiencies are yet to be attended. Same thing is observed not 

only at south cabin but also at north cabin, Mamanduru and Balepalle stations.. 

 Point No.23B LH and Point No.24A RH Housing to be improved. 

 Checked Cable meggerring Register and found that last Meggerring was done 

on 12.01.18 which is due for this year.    

MRM STATION 

 S&T officials are carrying out periodical inspections but remarks are not being 

written. 

 Pages for inspection are not available in S&T failure Register. 

BLPE STATION 

 Checked Earth Pit Register provided for OFC hut and found that last measured 

Earth Resistance measured on 24.01.2019 is 2 Ohms.  This is required to be 

attended for standard value which is less than 1 Ohm. 

4.0 Irregularities noticed in the working of Electrical Department: 
During the safety audit inspection of RU, MRM & BLPE stations of GTL division 

conducted on 26/27.05.2019 the following irregularities are noticed: 

 Booking of crew in CMS under “Fetch as per rule,”  

Jan-2019 Fetch as per rule 97.13 %. 

Feb-2019 Fetch as per rule 96.72 %. 

Mar-2019 Fetch as per rule 83.97 %. 

 Note: - Due to Southern Railway staff are not updating their particulars in concerned 

depots CMS, such as TVT, AJJ, JTJ & MAS Fetch as per rule was coming down. 

 Tested Positive cases:- 

On 31.3.2019, Sri D. Gangadhar, LP/ M/Exp./MAS/S. Rly, while signing “ON” tested 

positive with  35mg/100ml with BA equipment A800385.Second time also tested 

positive with 28mg/100ml.As per CCC/RU, he was sent to MS/CRS/Rly. Hospital for 

collecting blood sample. So far D&AR action report not advised by MAS division of 

S.Rly. 

 More than 12 hours cases are in high side. Divisional authorities should   control the 

cases. 

 In Abnormality statements some closing remarks are being mentioned as „informed 

to concerned dept./Official‟.  But the actual action taken to rectify the abnormality 

cited by the crew should be mentioned. 

 From abnormality statement, it is noticed that locos are being permitted to work with 

all 4 fire extinguishers over due.  This practice shall be discontinued. 

 On 13.02.19 abnormality ID-JTJ/13.02.2019/ST/1) Loco Pilot informed that Home 

signal not visible from its specific location.  It was closed with remarks LP should 

have mentioned the specific distance for clear visibility. It is advisable to conduct 



Signal Sighting Inspection by Inspectors of SCR in the sections of other Railways 

where SCR crew are working. 

 

5.0 Irregularities noticed in the working of Mechanical Department: 
INSPECTION OF C&W ACTIVITIES /RU 

 It seems only 72% Hydrants found working. And 35 Hydrants found leaking. Action is 

to be initiated immediately to rectify this watering problem. 

 Upon verification of correspondence, It was observed that there is a dispute between 

Depts of  Engg   and C&W going on, in the aspect of maintenance of watering 

hydrants. 

 No proper seating arrangement for C&W staff to observe rolling examination on 

either side of RU junction. 

INSPECTION OF ART/RU 

 No pathway/lighting is available on the other side of ART . 

 It was found that, a spare set of Buffer height gauge, step gauge, and Thread wear 

recorder (These three) was not available. Action is to be initiated to procure those 

three to keep as spare whenever the existing set is sent for calibration. 

 AMC is available for only ASKA tower lights. 

 Coach No. SCRT 92434 due for IOH and wagon No. SEBCNAHSEM1 3107940838. 

Due for POH repairs. Spare Coach and wagon available awaiting for transhipment. 

 Defective universal cell phone chargers are to be replaced immediately. 

 Cell Phones along with JIO Sims are required to be provided. 

 List of equipment, list of nominated staff is not displayed. 

 P.Way materials kept in BCN wagon is very congestive which part of one coach along with 

Mechanical material. It is suggested to provide partition wall and improve the space for 

P.Way materials. 
 It was observed that Gas Cylinders were kept in Horizontal (flatted) position that too 

between engg materials, where there is possibility of damaging the knob and may 

lead to leakage. In view of this, these cylinders are to be secured in vertical position 

in safest way in separate stand as done in Mechanical wing to avoid any untoward 

incident. 

 SPART to be provided. 

ARME – Scale -I/RU: 

 In operation theatre, oxygen cylinder is kept ready for using, date of installed/refilled 

and next due for filling is not mentioned. There is no record also. Similarly there is no 

record on spare oxygen cylinder also. 

 BA equipment Tayaltek type is available. But no testing is done and no records are 

maintained. 

 Sri Yateeswar, Pharmacist was not aware how to check BA test, maintaining of 

records etc. He has been counselled.    

 For Golden hour concept round the clock LP to be provided for MRV 

 MRV/ART direct dispatch is available towards NRE & GDR, No direct dispatch 

towards AJJ & TPTY. 



 

 

 

 

ATTENTION …….. 
LOCO PILOTS / ASISTANT LOCO PILOTS 

4.61. Loco Pilot not to leave engine when on duty:- 
No Loco Pilot shall leave his working locomotive or his self-propelled 
vehicle when on duty, whether at a station or on a running line, except in 
case of absolute necessity and after a competent railway servant has been 
placed in charge of the locomotive or self-propelled vehicle. In the case of 
a self-propelled vehicle manned by a Loco Pilot only, a Loco Pilot may 
leave it when necessary, provided he has locked the cabs and has put the 
vehicle in low gear with the ignition switch in the off position and has 
screwed down and locked the hand brake. 
S.R.4.61. The competent railway servant referred to in Rule 4.61 is the Assistant Loco 

Pilot. 

ATTENTION ……..GUARD OF THE TRAIN 
4.63. Workers on material train.–– 

The Guard of a material train shall, before giving the signal to start, see that all the 
workers are on the train, and warn them to sit down. 
S.R.4.63. Before giving the signal to start, the Guard shall satisfy himself that there are 
no workers under the vehicles and that the Engineering official-in-charge has been 

advised that the train is ready to start.  

ATTENTION …….. Engineering  & S&T Officials 
S.R. 15.22.1.1 Staff permitted to use push trollies and lorries:- 
Subject to their being certified competent by the authorized officer, all Officers and 
Inspectors of the Engineering, Traction Distribution and S & T departments and such 
other Officers and staff of the Operating and Commercial departments as may be 
required. Section Mates and Head Trolly man of the Engineering department and Signal 
and Block maintainers of the S&T department, as may be authorized, may be permitted 
to use push trollies and lorries. 


